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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of particle size distributions (PSDs) in seawater is important for understanding several facets of

marine science, such as the behavior of light scattering in seawater, phytoplankton dynamics, and bio-

geochemical cycling. Here, a method has been developed to quantify the size distribution of particle sus-

pensions and characterize their chemical composition utilizing a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

coupled with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and applying image analysis techniques, including

automatic thresholding. The method was validated by verifying the PSD and chemical composition of the

Arizona Test Dust (ATD), which has a well-documented size distribution and chemical composition. Size

distributions of ATD particles containing specific elements important in the marine environment, such as

silicon, iron, calcium, aluminum, and potassium, were quantified. PSDs determined with the technique in field

samples from coastal Long Island Sound and the remote South Pacific were compared with other sizing

methods, including electroresistivity and laser diffractometry. Most accurate results for PSD determinations

occurred when the particle mass loading on the filter was between 0.04 and 0.1 mg cm22. With this in mind,

immediate feedback in the field can be provided to prepare appropriate filtration sample volumes due to

a linear relationship between the beam attenuation coefficient at 650 nm (c650) and the total suspended matter

(TSM). Overall, the method presents two defining advantages in 1) minimizing user bias, because the majority

of the analysis is automated, and 2) providing an elemental distribution in the context of a particle size

distribution.

1. Introduction

Assessing particle size distributions (PSDs) in seawater is

relevant to understanding how light scatters in the ocean

(Jonasz and Fournier 2007). Scattering by particles affects

light propagation through the ocean via radiative transfer

(Mobley et al. 1993; Zaneveld et al. 2005), exerts primary

control of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function

(BRDF) that contributes to remotely sensed reflectance

by satellite imagers (Morel and Gentili 1993; Morel et al.

1995), and allows quantification of particle characteristics,

such as concentration and the bulk refractive index (sim-

ilar to particle density), through inversion (Twardowski

et al. 2001, 2005, 2007, 2012; Zhang et al. 2011). Recently,

ocean color remote sensing images were used to retrieve

PSDs over regional and global scales (Kostadinov et al.

2009). Knowledge of PSDs also aids in understanding phy-

toplankton ecology and biogeochemical cycling (Alldredge

and Gotschalk 1988; Chisholm 1992; Wells and Goldberg

1992, 1994; Jackson et al. 1997; Pilskaln et al. 1998).
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Particle size distributions of aquatic samples have been

determined utilizing several different methods (Syvitski

1991; Allen 1997; Reynolds et al. 2010), including mi-

croscopy (optical and electron), electrical resistance sens-

ing, optical diffractometry, flow cytometry, and field-flow

fractionation. For each method there is an assortment of

commercially available instruments that can be used, each

with their own specific advantages and disadvantages.

Methods other than microscopy typically do not measure

the actual size and shape of the particles, but volume dis-

placed or an impinged cross-sectional area, which are then

usually explicitly or implicitly converted to an equivalent

spherical diameter (ESD). These methods also typically

cannot adequately resolve the submicron particle popula-

tion, with the exception of field-flow fractionation.

Particle size determination by image analysis has often

been considered the definitive method because individual

particles are analyzed directly (Allen 1997; Santschi et al.

1998; Wells and Goldberg 1992; Doucet et al. 2005).

There are various methods of microscopy used today,

and they all generally share similar disadvantages and

advantages. Traditionally, preparing a sample for mi-

croscopic analysis can be labor intensive. For instance, a

sample prepared for scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

image analysis may be stained with a heavy metal so as to

produce a better binary image and provide sample pres-

ervation during SEM analysis (Lavoie 1992). A method

of sample preparation for transmission electron micros-

copy (TEM) requires up to 4 h of centrifugation time for

adequate sedimentation of particles sized between 5 nm

and 40 mm (Wells and Goldberg 1992). Samples pre-

pared for atomic force microscopy (AFM) require ade-

quate particle adsorption to the surface substrate so as to

minimize the movement of particles (Doucet et al. 2004;

Santschi et al. 1998; Wilkinson et al. 1999).

In addition to extensive sample preparation, quanti-

fication of particle sizes by means of microscopy may

have inherent errors resulting from the nature of image

analysis. The quality of data relies heavily on the quality

of particle dispersion on a substrate such that there

cannot be too many particles, otherwise there will be

issues with overlapping (Allen 1997). As a particle is

deposited on a substrate it will tend to lie flat on the side

with the largest area cross section and, in doing so, the

nonsphericity of a particle generally causes the projected

particle sizes to be larger than an equivalent randomly

oriented ‘‘mean’’ size (Jonasz 1987). Similarly, over-

estimates of particle size may occur from AFM mea-

surements resulting from the shape of the instrument

probe (Doucet et al. 2004; Santschi et al. 1998; Wilkinson

et al. 1999). Enough particles must also be resolved across

the entire population to minimize population statistical

uncertainties (Sournia 1978; Allen 1997). The most notable

advantage in assessing samples with microscopy is the

fact that an actual image of the particles is captured.

After an image is acquired, particle sizes are usually

determined manually or automatically with the aid of

an image analysis program (Allen 1997). Typically, a

threshold is applied to images to segment particles from

the background (Sezgin and Sankur 2004). SEM and

environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM)

qualitatively demonstrated that water is a significant

component of the structure of aquatic colloids and par-

ticles (Doucet et al. 2005). ESEM is essentially an SEM

that operates at low pressures so that water remains in

a liquid phase (Danilatos 1988). Doucet et al. (2005)

suggested that capturing images of hydrated samples

through ESEM produced more realistic PSDs than im-

ages from SEM analysis because particles were not de-

hydrated.

Information on the composition of individual particles

can also be obtained both visually and chemically if an

energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer [energy dispersive

spectrometer (EDS, EDX, EDXS)] is used in conjunc-

tion with an SEM (Lambert et al. 1981; Bishop and Bis-

caye 1982; De Boer and Crosby 1995; Kahn et al. 2002;

Kutchko and Kim 2006). EDS operates by exciting

ground-state electrons, and the energy released as X-rays

corresponds to particular elements. Typically, a bulk

analysis of elements can be determined by looking at the

counts per element in relation to total counts, or an image

can be produced that highlights or maps pixels locating

a particular element. Recently, a method has been de-

veloped to determine particle sizes immediately during

image acquisition, not from a saved image, using scanning

electron microscopy with automated image analysis and

X-ray energy spectroscopy (SAX; see Lavoie 1992; Peng

et al. 2002; Peng et al. 2007). While the sample is loaded in

the SEM, the particle analysis software controls both the

image analysis and the X-ray microanalysis. Filters are

treated beforehand with a chemical coating to produce

a better-contrasted binary image for the automatic pro-

gram to detect particles from the background and also to

avoid charging and heat damage to the particles. An ear-

lier study of estuarine particles utilized a similar set up

with an SEM linked with an electron probe X-ray mi-

croanalysis (EPXMA; see Bernard et al. 1986). Estuarine

particles were characterized via an automated multivariate

cluster analysis that placed particles into geochemically

relevant groups.

Existing SEM–EDS methods must be refined for de-

termining oceanic PSDs. Optimized particle loading on

a filter is key to obtaining good images for analysis, yet

there currently is no way of quantifiably gauging loading

in the field. Validation and comparison of particle sizes

to standard materials and other sizing methods can be
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important for evaluating errors, yet this has rarely been

carried out. Methods typically also involve some sub-

jectivity in setting contrast thresholds by the operator,

which could lead to different results for the same sample

and the same equipment.

A method is described for determining oceanic par-

ticle size distributions and particle compositions utilizing

a scanning electron microscope coupled with an energy

dispersive spectrometer and a computer image analysis

program. Backscattered electrons were generated to cap-

ture images so that samples required no special chemical

treatment prior to image analysis. The time required to

process particle sizes and elemental compositions from the

SEM and EDS images was on the order of minutes be-

cause they were determined with the use of automated

scripts utilizing MATLAB’s Image Analysis Toolbox

(http://www.mathworks.com/). Results of the method were

compared with the PSD and elemental composition of

Arizona Test Dust (ATD) provided by the manufacturer.

The method was then applied to determining PSDs of

field samples collected from the coastal Long Island

Sound and from the remote South Pacific. Additionally,

these results provided insight into sampling methods that

would produce optimal results for SEM and EDS testing.

2. Methods

a. Sample collection

Samples from the field were collected with a Niskin

bottle. After retrieval of the bottle, it was held nearly

horizontal while the end cap was loosened to gently

empty the entire contents into an acid and base prewashed

polycarbonate carboy. The carboy was first rinsed with

the sample twice. The sample in the carboy was gently

swirled before any subsamples were collected. In prepa-

ration for imaging and total suspended mass (TSM) anal-

yses, suspended particles from the carboy subsamples were

collected by vacuum filtration onto preweighed Poretics

polycarbonate 0.4-mm filters. Subsample volumes were

measured with a graduated cylinder. Subsample filtra-

tion occurred immediately upon the sample collection

or within a couple of hours of sample collection. Filters

were then rinsed with distilled water to remove any dis-

solved ions from solution and refrigerated in disposable

plastic Petri dishes. Before analysis later in the labora-

tory, the filters were dried for 2 h in an oven at 508C. TSM

was obtained with a Fisher Scientific accu-124D dual-

range balance with 0.01-mg uncertainty.

b. Sample sources

For laboratory validation analyses, suspensions of

ATD, International Organization for Standardization

(ISO) Standard 12103-1, and A1 Ultrafine Test Dust

[Powder Technology, Inc. (PTI)] were prepared by

diluting initial slurries of test dust in purified water.

The Ultrafine Test Dust product is provided with

a factory-measured size distribution (via a Coulter

Counter) with an absolute maximum diameter cutoff of

10 mm. ATD is compositionally diverse and very sim-

ilar to mineral particles encountered in natural oceanic

environments. An analytical blank was also prepared

following similar filtration procedures with only the pu-

rified water. Field samples were collected from Long

Island Sound, New York, in 2005 and from the South

Pacific Ocean in 2004 during the Biogeochmistry and

Optics South Pacific Experiment (BIOSOPE) cruise leg

from Easter Island to Concepcion, Chile (Table 1). De-

tails of the BIOSOPE cruise can be found in a special

volume of Biogeochemistry (2008, Vol. 5; see Claustre

et al. 2008).

For Long Island Sound, PSDs were also immediately

resolved with a traditional electroresistance particle

analyzer (Elzone, Micrometrics) and an in situ laser

diffraction particle size analyzer (LISST-100X, type B,

Sequoia Scientific, Inc.). The Elzone was fitted with

either a 30- or a 120-mm orifice, resolving particles in

approximately the 1–24.4- and 1.9–45.4-mm size ranges,

respectively. The 30-mm orifice had a sample rate of

0.17 mL min21 and the 120-mm orifice had a sample rate

of 3.4 mL min21. A 10-point moving average was applied

to Elzone data. For LISST-100X, scattered light in the

near-forward angles is measured on concentric detector

rings and inversion modeling yields the volumetric

particle concentration in 32 logarithmically spaced size

classes. The volume distribution represents the equiv-

alent volume sphere representation of the true particle

assemblage.

For the South Pacific, PSDs were also immediately

analyzed with a Multisizer 3 Coulter Counter (Beckman

Coulter, Inc.). The Coulter Counter was fitted with a

30-mm orifice resolving particles in approximately the

0.6–18-mm size range. Occasionally, it was fitted with a

20-mm orifice and resolved particles as small as 0.5 mm.

Results obtained with both aperture tubes for the same

sample were consistent within the overlapping size range.

The Coulter Counter was set up in a dry laboratory in

a way that ship vibrations were efficiently reduced.

Background counts were routinely checked by mea-

surements of clear seawater filtered multiple times

through a 0.2-mm filter. Background counts with fil-

tered seawater were always less than 5% of the sample

counts, with a mean value of 2.7%, and were not used to

correct PSD data because most of this signal was likely

due to unavoidable remnant particles in the filtrate.

The final PSD for a given sample was calculated by
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averaging results from eight (sometimes a few more)

replicate measurements, each of which was measured

from 0.5 mL of sample.

For both cruises, attenuation coefficients at nine wave-

lengths in the visible and near-IR were measured with a

WET Laboratories ac-9 device according to the methods

of Twardowski et al. (1999).

c. Image processing and analysis to determine PSDs

Filters were examined using a JEOL 5900 LV scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) in order to acquire

images. The SEM was set to a low vacuum mode of 20 Pa

and backscattered electron images were produced. The

accelerating voltage was set to 20 kV to mask fine surface

structures and enhance particle edge contrast. The contrast

and brightness were set to clearly distinguish the lighter

shaded particles from the darker shaded background

since our emphasis was on a clearly defined outline of

the overall particle (Fig. 1a). For contrast, this equated

to approximately 69%–76% full scale and for brightness

to 67%–75% full scale. For each filter, nine random,

nonoverlapping images were focused and photographed

at a magnification of 10003. Images were saved as bit-

map image files.

An algorithm was developed to automatically pro-

cess and analyze the acquired SEM images through

MATLAB in conjunction with the Image Processing

Toolbox. The images were of a grayscale color map with

a luminance range from 0 (black) to 255 (white). The

luminance of the filter background was nearer to 0 and

the luminance of the particles was nearer to 255. A

histogram of the counts of each luminance value typi-

cally produced a quasi-Gaussian distribution. To dis-

tinguish the particles from the background, the shape of

the histogram was analyzed. For each SEM image, a 1D

median filter was applied to the image histogram, and

then the differences between adjacent counts were cal-

culated. Each SEM image was converted to a binary

(black and white) image based on a threshold that was

unique to each individual image using ‘‘im2bw,’’ as

described below. For each newly created binary image,

the distance transform of the complement image was

calculated and a Gaussian filter was applied to the

distance map using ‘‘imfilter.’’ A watershed transform

using ‘‘watershed’’ was applied to the distance map and

the watershed ridgelines separated touching particles

(Fig. 1b).

An automatic thresholding protocol for each image

was developed based on the image luminance histo-

gram shape. As stated earlier, the differences in adja-

cent luminance counts were calculated. The luminance

with the most negative difference in counts was ap-

proximately where the particles could be distinguished

from the background. However, this luminance value

needed some adjustment to account for the particle

mass on the filter. More particles on a filter resulted in

more pixels in the image being white, while fewer pixels

were black such that a single threshold level could not

be used for all samples. The root-mean-square error

(RMSE),

TABLE 1. Sample collection location and filter data for Long Island Sound and South Pacific samples.

Station Lat (8) Lon (8) Date Depth (m) TSM (g m23) Particle mass (mg)

Long Island Sound

08 41.253 272.342 17 May 2005 1 2.96 1.48

07 41.253 272.342 17 May 2005 1 3.32 2.26

12 41.143 272.620 17 May 2005 1 3.05 1.22

14 41.216 272.906 17 May 2005 1 4.23 1.69

20 41.054 273.331 18 May 2005 1 2.17 0.65

23 40.917 273.661 18 May 2005 1 4.36 0.96

24 40.489 274.096 19 May 2005 1 4.59 1.29

26 40.498 273.895 19 May 2005 1 0.85 0.34

28 40.488 273.938 19 May 2005 1 2.13 0.85

South Pacific

42A 29.030 2136.944 1 Nov 2004 5 0.089 0.25

18A 223.542 2117.874 10 Nov 2004 5 0.118 0.33

23A 230.034 298.393 23 Nov 2004 5 0.046 0.13

12A 230.775 295.444 24 Nov 2004 5 0.099 0.50

3A 231.843 291.461 26 Nov 2005 5 0.100 0.28

7A 231.895 291.366 29 Nov 2004 5 0.155 0.31

5A 232.696 284.074 2 Dec 2011 5 0.096 0.27

48A 233.356 278.104 4 Dec 2004 5 0.121 0.34

27A 233.627 275.842 5 Dec 2004 5 0.173 0.26

30A 234.020 273.359 6 Dec 2004 5 1.620 1.62
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in the residuals of Arizona Test Dust PSDs determined

from SEM compared to the PSD provided by the man-

ufacturer using a Coulter Counter was minimized to

extract the best luminance adjustment per amount of

material present on a filter where i represents the par-

ticle diameter size bin. Once the luminance adjustment

to distinguish particles from the background was de-

termined, it was scaled to threshold level from 0 (black)

to 1.0 (white) and applied to the algorithm. A power-law

relationship existed between luminance adjustment and

the particle mass on the filter (Fig. 2). Knowledge of

mass loading prior to image processing was thus useful in

removing subjectivity in the analysis, enabling full au-

tomation of luminance adjustment.

For each new processed binary image, the areas of

the particles (A) were analyzed using MATLAB ‘‘re-

gionprops.’’ Each SEM image contained a scale bar of

a certain number of pixels, where, in this case, 50 pixels

equaled a known distance of 10 mm. Particles of all

sizes and shapes were included in the analysis and

particles that touched the border of the images were

excluded in the analysis. Particle diameters (D) were

calculated from the areas by assuming equivalent spher-

ical diameter

D 5 2

ffiffiffiffi
A

p

r
. (2)

A histogram of the particle diameter data for each image

was compiled with the bin range comprising a logarithmi-

cally spaced distribution of diameters ranging from ap-

proximately 0.40 to 20.00 mm (note the 0.4-mm pore size of

Poretics filters). Particles consisting of seven total pixels

(particle area of 0.28 mm2) or less have an equivalent

spherical diameter of approximately 0.6 mm and are

not reported in PSDs. These particles are similar in size

to the filter pore size, which may contaminate this size

bin (Fig. 1b). Particle frequencies (n), the number of

particles within a size bin, were summed from all nine

images for each particle diameter bin and then nor-

malized to the volume of water filtered (Vfilt) multi-

plied by a volume correction (see below) to calculate

the number of particles in a size bin per unit volume

(dN),

dN 5
n

VfiltVcorr

. (3)

The volume correction factor Vcorr was necessary

because only a portion of the filter was imaged. The area

of one rectangular image Ai was 1.06 3 104 mm2. The

area of the filter Afilt where particles were collected was

9.62 3 108 mm2, which is the circular portion of the filter

within the gasket of the filtration apparatus that con-

tained the particles. The volume correction (Vcorr) was

thus

Vcorr 5
9Ai

Afilt

5
9:56 3 104

9:62 3 108
5 9:94 3 1025. (4)

The PSD function f(D) was computed from dN/dD

(m24), where dD is the size of the associated particle size

bin (m).

A commonly used model to describe f(D) for natural

particle populations is a power-law function, also known

as a differential Junge-type model (Bader 1970; Kitchen

1977; Jonasz and Fournier 2007),

f (D) 5
dN

dD
5 No

D

Do

� �2j

, (5)

where D is particle diameter (m), Do is a reference

particle diameter chosen to be equal to 1 mm, the

concentration factor No is the particle differential

number concentration at Do (m24), and j is the non-

dimensional particle size distribution slope. While

simple and convenient, expressing the PSD in this form

may not be sufficiently representative of a natural

population for some applications. However, the power-

law model has proven to be a reasonable general model

for size distributions in the ocean (Kitchen 1977; Jonasz

and Fournier 2007; Buonassissi and Dierssen 2010) that

lends itself well to optical inversion models because

only one shape parameter must be solved in inversion.

The PSD was fit performing a linear regression analysis

of the log-transformed variables (Myers 1990; Neter et al.

1989).

Relative error (E) was calculated to determine pre-

cision based on the number of particles counted by

assuming a normal distribution of particles (Sournia

1978)

E 5
z

(0:05)

ffiffiffi
n
p

n
(100%), (6)
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where z(0.05) is 1.96, which is the standard normal deviate

for 95% of the area under the normal particle distribu-

tion, and n is the number of particles per size bin for

a sample.

d. EDS analysis to obtain elemental distributions

Filters were examined using a Princeton Gamma-

Tech Spirit EDS with the filter loaded in the SEM. The

EDS, while interfaced with the SEM, was equipped to

collect a grayscale image of the filter along with multiple

binary X-ray mapping images for almost any element

desired. Mapped images were collected for elements that

are important in the marine environment such as but not

limited to silicon, aluminum, iron, calcium, magnesium,

and potassium. Carbon and oxygen could not be resolved

because they were contained in the filter itself. The filter

was scanned for multiple trials at 25, 40, 50, and 100

frames (complete image scans) with a scan size of 512 3

384 pixels and a resolution of 2.5 3 1027 m per pixel. The

grayscale EDS image for each trial was converted to

a binary image through a manner similar to the SEM

grayscale images. PSD was determined from both the

EDS binary image and the SEM image. An algorithm

was developed to obtain chemical distributions of par-

ticles from the EDS elemental mapping image in refer-

ence to the binary image. Particles in the binary image

were labeled using MATLAB ‘‘bwlabel’’ and the co-

ordinates of those particle pixels were determined. The

coordinates of pixels for the mapped elemental images

were also determined. For each mapped elemental

pixel coordinate that matched a binary particle pixel

coordinate, the labeled binary particle was tagged

and the PSD of all tagged particles for each element

mapped was determined following the previously stated

methods. Particle mass (M, mg) was also computed for

all particles using the density (r) of ATD (3.13 3

1029 mg mm23) calculated from the individual mineral

densities and their percent,

M 5 rV 5 3:13 3 1029

�
4

3
p

D

2

� �3�
5 1:64 3 1029D3.

(7)

Particle mass was also calculated for particles containing

a particular element using the individual density of the

mineral component. For instance, for particles contain-

ing calcium, the density of calcium oxide (3.35 3 1029

mg mm23) was used in Eq. (7). The chemical composi-

tion by percent weight (wt%) for each element was

calculated as

wt% 5
Mx

Mtotal

(100%), (8)

where Mx is the sum of the mass of particles containing

a particular element (x) and Mtotal is the summed mass

of all particles from the corresponding binary image.

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of Arizona Test Dust (particle mass 5

0.53 mg, mass loading 5 0.05 mg cm22). (b) Image of Arizona Test

Dust after automatic threshold and watershed analyses in MATLAB

(see text).

FIG. 2. Power-law relationship between the luminance adjust-

ment for the automatic threshold method and test dust mass

present on the filter. The luminance values were determined by

minimizing the error of the residuals between the PSD provided by

the manufacturer and the PSD determined by SEM analysis.
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3. Results

a. Comparison and validation

1) ARIZONA TEST DUST PARTICLE SIZE

DISTRIBUTION

Twenty-four subsamples of a prepared suspension of

ATD were analyzed for PSD, with the subsamples cov-

ering a range of 0.04–1.49 mg in particle mass on the fil-

ter. PSDs determined from SEM analyses agreed well

with the PSD provided by the manufacturer using a

Coulter Counter (Fig. 3). This is not surprising because

thresholding was optimized to match the Coulter Counter

PSD. Relative errors were calculated from the number

of particles counted per size bin (Fig. 3). Errors per size

bin were in excess of 25% over most sizes for samples

that had lower particle masses (Fig. 3a) while errors

were around 10% for particle sizes less than 2 mm, in-

creasing to 30% for particle sizes of 2–6 mm for samples

with particle masses greater than 0.5 mg (Figs. 3b,c). This

suggested that there was a sufficient amount of particles

present to be counted to give precise results for smaller

particle sizes as long as the particle mass on the filter ex-

ceeded about 0.5 mg. Precision within the larger particle

size measurements could be improved by analyzing more

than nine random SEM images. The PSDs of Arizona Test

Dust from Coulter Counter analysis and SEM analysis

were modeled well with a power law [Eq. (5)] for particle

diameters between 0.72 and 3.09 mm when M was around

0.5 mg, with a j of approximately 2 with R2 values ranging

from 0.87 to 0.98. The distributions did not match well for

particle masses on the filter for the smallest (Fig. 3a) and

largest (Fig. 3c) ends of the particle mass range tested, and

j did not agree well with the PSD provided by the manu-

facturer for these cases.

Clearly, particle density on the filter substantially im-

pacted PSD assessments. TSM analysis of the test dust

showed a linear relationship between the mass of test

dust on the filter as a function of the volume of sus-

pension filtered (Fig. 4a). The linear fitted TSM of the

prepared test dust suspension was 7.38 g m23. Slopes j

were calculated for the PSDs of all test dust filters for

particle diameters between 0.72 and 3.09 mm, and per-

cent errors relative to the Coulter Counter estimate

were within 20% when the mass of test dust on the filter

ranged between about 0.4 and 1.0 mg (Fig. 4b). For the

filters with minimal test dust mass, there tended to be

a positive error, and for the filters with greater test dust

mass, there tended to be a negative error. The positive

percent error could be a result of either an overestimation

of smaller particles or an underestimation of larger parti-

cles. The latter was most likely the case with larger parti-

cles being underrepresented on the filters with minimal

test dust mass as shown by the relative errors (Fig. 3a). The

negative percent errors for higher test dust masses is

likely due to shadows created around larger particles

that can effectively hide small particles. Particle over-

lap also became a problem at high concentrations when

the automatic watershed processing in some cases com-

bined two or more particles into one larger particle.

FIG. 3. PSDs of an Arizona Test Dust suspension with (a)–(c)

three subsamples shown out of 24 different filter masses analyzed.

SEM analyses are shown (squares) overlapping Coulter counter

PSDs (circles) and SEM relative errors calculated from the number

of particles counted per size bin shown as pluses. In the upper-right

corner of each panel is the particle mass (M) on the filter. Power

trend lines were calculated for particle diameter sizes of 0.72–

3.09 mm for PSDs determined from SEM analysis (solid lines).
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The total number of test dust particles counted on

the filters displayed a linear relationship with test dust

mass on the filter up to masses of approximately 1.0 mg

(Fig. 4c; R2 5 0.99). The leveling off of particle counts

after test dust masses greater than 1.0 mg is attributed to

particle shadowing and overlap. RMSE displayed a trend

with test dust mass on the filter (Fig. 4d). The lowest er-

ror, or best agreement, occurred for samples with test

dust masses of between 0.4 and 1.0 mg. These results

suggested the amount of material loaded onto a filter

should be within about 0.04 and 0.1 mg cm22 to opti-

mize particle dispersion and visible separation of the

particle field on the filter.

For the most part, the PSD method presented here is

fully automated with the exception of acquiring the

SEM images. The current method places significant

emphasis on the accuracy of the Coulter Counter PSD

provided by the manufacturer, because some reference

is desirable for automating threshold levels. The man-

ufacturer uses a dilute suspension and a surfactant to

avoid any aggregation (PTI 2006, personal communi-

cation), ATD is not electrolytic, and the distribution is

well constrained to ,10 mm, so that, most of the re-

ported drawbacks to using a Coulter Counter do not apply

here. The close agreement of the reported distribution

,4 mm (the size range that is not affected by the

manufacturer’s mechanical separation technique) with

the theoretically predicted and experimentally ob-

served Junge-type model (Junge 1963; Bader 1970) lends

credibility to the data. Setting the threshold for each

image is derived from the power-law relationship be-

tween the amount of material on the filter and the lu-

minance adjustment (Fig. 2). Other options are possible,

including setting a constant threshold (Allen 1997), al-

though the method here is expected to be more accurate.

Future modifications to the method might include an

automated sensitivity analysis where different threshold

values are compared to determine when the largest er-

rors are introduced into the analysis.

2) ARIZONA TEST DUST PARTICLE CHEMICAL

COMPOSITION

ATD PSDs for particles containing silicon, aluminum, or

iron determined from EDS roughly followed a power-law

FIG. 4. (a) Test dust mass (M) on the filter as a function of volume of test dust suspension

filtered (Vfilt). The linear relationship indicates the TSM of the suspension is approximately

7.4 g m23 (R2 5 0.99). (b) Percent errors of the test dust slope (j) determined from SEM

compared to the slope provided by the manufacturer as a function of test dust mass on the filter.

Uncertainties in the slope determined from SEM analysis increase as the mass of material

present on the filter is below 0.4 or above 1.0 mg. (c) Total test dust particles counted from SEM

as a function of test dust mass on the filter. When the mass of material present on the filter

exceeds approximately 0.8–1.0 mg, it is difficult to resolve the number of particles for a sample

(R2 5 0.7867). (d) RMSE between PSDs determined from SEM analysis and Coulter Counter

as a function of test dust mass on the filter. Best agreements (smallest errors) are found when

the mass of material present on the filter is between 0.4 and 1.0 mg.
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model (Fig. 5) and were within 20% of the slope that was

estimated for the entire particle population (data not

shown). Left-hand-side panels show compositions deter-

mined from 25 mapped frames (image scans) and right-

hand-side panels from 100 mapped frames. As the number

of frames mapped increased, the more particles were

tagged with concurrent reduction in statistical noise.

Chemical composition PSDs determined from EDS are

noisy with respect to the SEM-imaged PSDs because

only one image was analyzed for the former versus the

sum of nine images for the latter. Collection of more

than one image per filter would improve counting statis-

tics, although instrument time needs to be considered.

The time required to map 25 frames of a filter was ap-

proximately 20 min while 100 frames required ap-

proximately 90 min. Chemical compositions determined

from EDS analyses using 100 frames agreed well with the

chemical compositions provided by the manufacturer

(Table 2). It is noted that aluminum is slightly higher,

and this is most likely due to contamination from an

aluminum ring that that is used as a weight to hold the

filter in place while loaded in the SEM. At this time,

chemical compositions by percent weight cannot be

determined for field samples because particle densi-

ties will not be known a priori and vary over wide

distributions. However, the concentration distributions

FIG. 5. Silicon, aluminum, and iron compositions (gray circles) determined from EDS

analysis with respect to particle size for Arizona Test Dust. For reference, the PSD determined

from SEM (open circles) and Coulter Counter (black points) are also plotted. Results from

(left) 25 mapped frames and (right) 100 mapped frames. The higher number of mapped frames

yielded less noise in the analysis. The filter contained 0.53-mg material.
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of element-containing particles in a sample can be

assessed with EDS analysis providing useful infor-

mation for many geochemical, geophysical, and optical

applications.

b. Coastal water case

LONG ISLAND SOUND

PSDs determined from the Elzone particle analyzer

with 30- and 120-mm orifices, the submersible LISST-

100X laser diffraction sensor, and the SEM method

showed reasonable agreement (Fig. 6). Relative errors

for SEM were around 20% for particles with diameters

,6 mm and then increased for larger particles because

there were fewer particles counted. All PSDs were ap-

proximately linear on a log–log scale in the 2–10-mm size

range, indicating that the Junge-type power-law rela-

tionship provided a reasonable description of the general

distribution of the data. Power-law slopes j were calcu-

lated over this size range resulting in R2 values from 0.74

to 0.98. It is duly noted that there is no a priori expecta-

tion that PSDs from natural samples should necessarily

TABLE 2. Composition of Arizona Test Dust by percent weight

calculated from 100 mapped frames for EDS analysis.

Chemical

Chemical composition (% weight)

Manufacturer EDS

SiO2 68–76 66.9

Al2O3 10–15 21.9

Fe2O3 2–5 4.2

CaO 2–5 3.7

MgO 1–2 4.3

TiO2 0.5–1.0 2.2

K2O 2–5 2.7

FIG. 6. Particle size distributions determined from SEM (small filled squares, with error bars), LISST-100X (gray

open squares), 30-mm orifice Elzone (gray open circles), and 120-mm orifice Elzone (black filled circles) for Long

Island Sound samples. The numbers in the upper right corner of each panel are the station identification, the particle

mass (M) on the filter (mg), modeled slope (j) from SEM, and its respective correlation coefficient (R2). The steep

‘‘s’’ shape observed in the LISST-100X data at small size classes is likely a methodological artifact (Buonassissi and

Dierssen 2010; Reynolds et al. 2010).
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be modeled well with a power fit. It is used here as a

broad estimator of PSD shape, similar to a mean size

parameter. Inconsistencies or consistencies with a power

fit are noted only as a reference point in comparisons.

There were several relatively small deviations from a

power-law model that were sometimes observed in one

or more of the PSD estimates, although most were unique

to a particular PSD method, which therefore lowered

confidence in the reality of the features. An example

is the Elzone PSD with 120-mm orifice for station 26

(Fig. 6, upper left panel). Values of dN/dD for particles

,10 mm were higher than values from the other

methods. For stations 28 (Fig. 6, upper right panel) and

24 (Fig. 6, middle right panel), Elzone PSDs with the

30- and 120-mm orifices both appeared to show a small

enhancement above a power-law approximation around

11 mm, but this was not observed by the LISST-100X.

Given the uncertainties in the assumptions used to pro-

cess PSD data (e.g., spherical particles) and the com-

plexities of the Long Island Sound particle assemblages

(Aurin et al. 2010), such minor features may be mea-

surement artifacts.

There were also consistent features to the PSD shapes

for the different methods, particularly for particles in the

smaller end of the size range. PSDs with the Elzone with

the 30-mm orifice generally showed an increase above

a power-law approximation for particles smaller than

about 3 mm that was not observed with other methods.

The SEM method conversely displayed a decrease rel-

ative to a power law for particles smaller than about

2 mm. Relative to a power law, the LISST-100X PSDs

showed a consistent minimum around 2 mm and then

a rapid increase for smaller particles, neither of which

were observed by the other methods. The tail in the PSD

spectrum from the LISST-100X is likely an artifact of

the measurement technique that has been observed by

others (Buonassissi and Dierssen 2010; Reynolds et al.

2010). It was clear from the Arizona Test Dust analyses

that filter particle masses greater than about 1.0 mg

started to present problems with the underestimation of

small particles resulting from shadowing and overlap;

this was likely the case for stations 12, 24, 8, 14, and 7.

Note that these data from the field were collected before

the analysis of optimal filter mass was carried out.

However, the same effect was observed for other sta-

tions with lower filter masses also, suggesting that the

flattening of the PSD at the small particle end of the

distribution may be a legitimate observation. Indeed,

the limited number of previous studies that have re-

solved particles in this size range have observed a similar

flattening (Longhurst et al. 1992; Wells and Goldberg

1992; Vaillancourt and Balch 2000). The PSD for the

Elzone with the 30-mm orifice showed a relative increase

for small particles for most of the stations that was not

observed by the other methods. Others previously have

noted an apparent artificial increase for the smallest

particles for electroresistance-type devices (Jackson et al.

1997). At present, however, no single method can be

considered optimal, particularly for complex coastal wa-

ters like Long Island Sound.

Power-law slopes j were calculated over the common

size range resolved by all methods (2–10 mm) and plotted

with respect to particle mass on the filter (Fig. 7a), beam

attenuation coefficient at 650 nm (c650) (Fig. 7b), and

TSM (Fig. 7c). Slopes were typically between 3 and 4,

consistent with results from the literature for the coastal

ocean (Kitchen 1977; Jonasz and Fournier 2007). Note

that natural variability may be expected among these

samples and the worst slope deviation for SEM had the

highest filter mass. Overall, the slopes obtained with the

LISST-100X were typically lower than the slopes from

SEM and Elzone with the 30-mm orifice, likely because

of the relative decrease in the PSD distributions at

smaller particle sizes. There was generally good agree-

ment between slopes from SEM and Elzone with the 30-

mm orifice except for two samples, even though many

of the Long Island Sound samples analyzed had particle

masses greater than 1.0 mg.

c. Open ocean case

SOUTH PACIFIC GYRE

PSDs from the South Pacific samples determined

from the Beckman Coulter Counter and the SEM

method mostly showed fair agreement (Fig. 8), with

typically very good agreement for samples with particle

masses on the filter between about 0.3 and 1 mg. Rel-

ative errors for SEM were around 15% for particles

with diameters less than 2 mm, increasing for larger

particles. Power-law slopes j were calculated over

a size range of 0.77–10 mm, with R2 values from 0.92 to

0.98. Sample 30A (Fig. 8, lower left panel) has more

than 1 mg of particle mass on the filter, and the PSD did

not agree well with the Beckman Coulter distribution.

PSDs from the Beckman Coulter always showed rapid

increases in the distribution for particles with di-

ameters in the range of 0.6–1 mm, similar to the Elzone

with the 30-mm orifice, which are not apparent in the

PSDs from SEM.

Power-law slopes j were calculated over the common

size range resolved by both methods (1–10 mm) and

plotted with respect to the particle mass on the filter

(Fig. 9a), the beam attenuation coefficient at 650 nm

(c650) (Fig. 9b), and TSM (Fig. 9c). There was no obvious

relationship between PSD slopes and mass on filter c650

and TSM, with slopes again falling between 3 and 4.
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Particle concentrations from these very clear South

Pacific waters were 1–2 orders of magnitude lower than

those in Long Island Sound. Compositional differences

could also be clearly seen in representative SEM images

(Fig. 10). The Long Island Sound sample was dominated

by suspended sediment with some diatom frustule frag-

ments, while in the particle population from the South

Pacific there were numerous coccolithophore plates.

Particles such as these plates with marked nonsphericity

may in part have caused some of the differences between

the Coulter Counter and the SEM.

d. Optimizing sample collection

Our presented method for determining PSDs has an

optimal range for the mass of particulate material on the

filter of 0.4–1.0 mg, which is difficult to assess in the field.

We investigated methods to determine filter volumes in

the field to ensure that the filter particle mass fell in this

range. For the Long Island Sound samples there was

a roughly linear relationship between the beam attenu-

ation coefficient at 650 nm (c650) and TSM, with a slope

close to 1 (Fig. 11). This slope is generally consistent

with results from previously published works in the

coastal and open ocean (Gardner et al. 2001; Babin et al.

2003; Boss et al. 2009). Since c650 is an easily measured

parameter in the field with real-time data access, it is

possible to use this relationship to quickly estimate ap-

propriate filtering volumes (V), keeping in mind that an

optimal particle mass on the filter (M) would be around

0.7 mg (see Fig. 4d) and that the slope S of the re-

lationship between c650 and TSM was approximately

1 m2 mg21:

V ’
M

c650S
’

0:7

c650

. (9)

4. Discussion

A method for obtaining PSDs and particle chemical

composition distributions was developed using SEM in

conjunction with EDS, which removes user bias in pro-

cessing images, effectively automates the method, and

provides guidance in field sampling to optimize the ac-

curacy of the results. This work builds on previous SEM-

based PSD studies by also comparing results with other

conventional particle sizing techniques in regions of the

PSD where sizes overlapped. Additional novel aspects

of method development were verification against a stan-

dard reference sample with a well-documented distribu-

tion and composition, and effective avoidance of chemical

treatment of the sample beforehand.

A significant impetus for developing this technique

was to improve our ability to resolve particle sizes less

FIG. 7. Comparison of slopes calculated for particle diameters

from 2 to approximately 10 mm from SEM analysis (open circles),

LISST-100X (open squares), and 30-mm Elzone (black filled cir-

cles) for Long Island Sound samples as a function of mass on (a) the

filter, (b) c650, and (c) TSM.
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than 1–2 mm. These small particles significantly impact

optical scattering in aquatic environments (Stramski and

Kiefer 1991; Stramski et al. 2004; Twardowski et al.

2007), although their distributions remain poorly under-

stood because methods to accurately enumerate them are

lacking, limited, or laborious. Because these small sizes

straddle the lower limit for electroresistive and diffrac-

tometry techniques, SEM or TEM may be considered

the only reliable apparatus at this time for making these

determinations. Electroresistive sensors have untenable

clogging problems using the smallest orifices except in

the very clearest natural waters. Coincidence errors are

also higher for the smallest particles. Laser diffraction

methods reach the diffraction limit in resolving the near-

forward-scattering field when particle sizes approach

about 3–4 times the wavelength of light of the source

beam. Field-flow fractionation (FFF) methods offer an

interesting possibility, although results are largely quali-

tative to this point (Vaillancourt and Balch 2000).

Even among the few SEM and TEM analyses of oce-

anic PSDs reported in the literature, there is a large range

in Junge-type PSD slopes, from 2.6 to 12.1, when con-

sidering size ranges less than about 2 mm (Harris 1977;

Longhurst et al. 1992; Kim et al. 1995). This wide range of

variability is inconsistent with the relatively narrow range

in slopes (typically 3–4) observed for PSDs over ranges

with minimum diameters greater than about 2 mm (see

Jonasz and Fournier 2007, and their Tables 5.8 and 5.9 for

summary of slope data from the literature). It is difficult to

intimate, at least from the experimental data, whether

such wide variability in slopes of the PSD less than

2 mm may be accurate or to what degree they result from

possible methodological artifacts. From a theoretical per-

spective, size distributions of the small particles should be

controlled by coagulation processes mediated by Brow-

nian motion, with a predicted steady-state theoretical

slope of 2.5 (Hunt 1980). Certainly there is much to be

learned about oceanic PSDs in the smallest size fractions.

While the refinement of the SEM PSD method here

appears to provide reasonable size distributions down

to 0.6 mm, certain aspects of the technique are not op-

timal from an optical perspective and can introduce some

error in the method. For example, particles must be ob-

tained from discrete samples passed through a filter,

which mixes the finescale structure from within the water

column and may break up aggregates. With care (low

FIG. 8. Particle size distributions determined from the SEM

(open circles with error bars) and Coulter Counter (filled black

circles) for South Pacific samples. The numbers in each panel are

the station identification, the particle mass (M) on the filter in mg,

modeled slope (j) from SEM, and its respective correlation co-

efficient (R2).
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vacuum pressure, careful handling of sample, etc.), how-

ever, disaggregation can be mostly restricted to delicate

detrital particles and breaking of diatom chains and the

like, as opposed to cellular disintegration. Particles also

typically lie flat on filters, with their longest axis and

largest cross-sectional area presented. There are algo-

rithms for correcting the subsequent bias in sizing parti-

cles (Jonasz 1987). Finally, dehydration can shrink cellular

components of the population by ;10% (Jonasz and

Fournier 2007), although Doucet et al. (2005) have dem-

onstrated that SEM may be used to obtain PSDs for

samples that have not been dehydrated. Bias errors

may also results from dehydration of porous particle

aggregates, the extent of which will depend on the in-

terstitial water content and composition of the aggregate.

In these respects, comparison of the SEM PSD method

presented here to electroresistive and laser diffraction

methods is telling, because these methods, although

having other biases, do not preferentially resolve the

largest cross section of a particle or require dehydration.

For larger particle size ranges that overlapped among

these methods, agreement was generally acceptable

when particle masses on the filter did not exceed

1.0 mg. This was true even for the very clear South

Pacific gyre, where most of the particles (cells and or-

ganic based detritus with interstitial water) may be

expected to be sensitive to dehydration.

Another motivation for employing the SEM–EDS

technique for oceanic particles was to resolve elemental

composition of the particles, which can be used to infer

bulk particle refractive index distributions that are needed

to model light scattering and study biogeochemical

FIG. 9. Comparison of slopes calculated for particle diameters

from 1 to approximately 10 mm from SEM analysis (open circles)

and Coulter Counter (filled black circles) for South Pacific samples

as a function of mass on (a) the filter, (b) c650, and (c) TSM.

FIG. 10. (a) SEM image of Long Island Sound sample at station

28 (particle mass 5 0.85 mg). (b) SEM image of South Pacific

sample at station 12A (particle mass 5 0.50 mg).
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cycling of elements. With distributions of elemental

compositions now resolved for our reference material,

the next step is to identify material compositions in

natural oceanic samples in order to assign appropriate

refractive indices. Incorporating automated shape

analysis may also be necessary for some particles (Sosik

and Olson 2007). For example, both quartz and diatom

frustules are dominated by silicon and are thus difficult

to distinguish based on elemental composition alone.

However, their respective shapes are very different, with

the former being nominally cubic or polyhedron shaped

and the latter being represented by a variety of shapes,

usually embedded within a porous structure. Using el-

emental composition as well as shape analysis may en-

able particle identification, effective classification, and

subsequent refractive index distribution derivation in

future work.

There are also emerging technologies for enumerating

and classifying the ocean’s smallest particles that may

complement the capabilities of SEM–EDS. One of the

most promising is digital holographic microscopy (Sheng

et al. 2006, 2007, 2008). With recent advances in digital

imaging and automated reconstructive processing, as well

as form factors for optical layouts that are amenable to

submersion in situ (Pfitsch et al. 2005, 2007), holographic

microscopy may prove to be a viable approach for im-

aging, sizing, and classifying undisturbed, natural parti-

cle population suspensions in the smallest size fractions

in the future.

5. Conclusions

A new SEM–EDS protocol was developed and shown

to be a useful tool for determining size distributions and

compositions of suspended particles. The method was

compared to the PSD and chemical composition of the

Arizona Test Dust standard. There was reasonable agree-

ment between SEM results compared to other particle-

sizing methods for field samples collected in the coastal

Long Island Sound and remote South Pacific, although

many discrepancies were apparent that remain unresolved.

An automated analysis with the use of scripts and

MATLAB’s Image Analysis Toolbox allowed for mini-

mal user bias and a quick image processing and analysis

time. Sample preparation has been optimized based on

the linear relationship between beam attenuation and

total suspended material to allow for greater accuracy in

determining particle size distributions.
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